National Laboratory for Education Transformation

NLET has followed a step-by-step growth plan evolving from research grants to software
specification development and demonstrations, to concentration on products and services
developed to fill very specific needs where technology and change of culture are required.
Operations, outside of grant funds, have been sustained by senior volunteers and by personal
investment in the nonprofit.
The first five years of the nonprofit have been to establish its Federal level research grant
capability to compete, conceive and manage large projects with multiple sector partners and to
move to actual software and service development with and for end-users. The nonprofit is
now moving to a general funding model to sustain NLET as an incubator, accelerator and
aggregator of change models that can be tested, measured and can produce revenue alongside
measured results as its twin success metric.
Funding is currently sought for a) general operations, b) specific projects, and c) for
establishing an NLET administered investment fund for promising software, social and data
systems focused on NLET’s six areas of transformational solutions for learners, cloud services,
access to multiple social services, data science in education, curricular tools and training.
History:
•

From 2011 to 2014 NLET’s funding has been through specific Federal grant-funded
competitive research projects that NLET initiated and managed with university,
community college and corporate partners. These included two National Science
Foundation (NSF) grants conceived and managed by NLET with university partners
and one National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) sub-award with a
for-profit corporation that grew out of a White House national initiative.

•

From 2014 to 2016 NLET moved to funding from private foundations and Federal
agency sub-awarded grants or contracts to construct technology plans, software
specifications and software development to service problems in Workforce
Development and K12 data systems.
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